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1 Achieving Multi-Hop PRE via Branching Program
2 Zengpeng Li, Student Member, IEEE, Chunguang Ma, and Ding Wang

3 Abstract—Proxy re-encryption (PRE) is a fundamental cryptographic primitive in secure data sharing and e-mail forwarding, etc. To

4 our knowledge, most existing efficient lattice-based PRE schemes focus on the construction of single-hop, key-private, multi-bit and

5 chosen-ciphertext attack (CCA), etc. Few works of literature discussed the detailed multi-hop construction over lattices. Very recently,

6 Chandran et al. (PKC’14) proposed a lattice-based PRE scheme that builds upon the key switching mechanism of Brakerski

7 (CRYPTO’12) and pointed out that their scheme can achieve multi-hop PRE scheme by the ideal circuit family for a directed graphG. In

8 this paper, we are still working along this line and achieving multi-hop PRE via the branching program (BP) which is one type of NC1

9 circuit and can be used to compute encrypted data. To our knowledge, we proposed the first multi-hop PRE scheme via BP which

10 supports homomorphic evaluation. We also analyze the security of our scheme under decisional learning with errors (LWE)

11 assumption.Q1

12 Index Terms—Multi-hop, proxy re-encryption, key switching mechanism, homomorphic evaluation, learning with errors

Ç

13 1 INTRODUCTION

14 THE adventure of cloud computing has greatly changed
15 the IT landscape, while the potential security risks have
16 been long cited as obstacles to wider adoption of cloud com-
17 puting. Hence, utilizing various cryptography approaches
18 to protect the data security and privacy were proposed [1],
19 etc. As an important cryptographic primitive, proxy re-
20 encryption (PRE) was used to design various cryptosystems
21 (e.g., secure file systems, secure e-mail forwarding, and
22 encrypted spam filtering, etc) to protect users’ privacy, e.g.,
23 [2], [3], [4], etc. In this case, a scenario should be considered.
24 For instance, the proxy server wants to convert the cipher-
25 text of the delegator to the ciphertext of the delegatee and
26 hopes that the transformed ciphertext can be decrypted by
27 the secret of the delegatee. We call this scenario as the the
28 single-hop PRE (hereafter 1-hop PRE) scheme. We note
29 that, Blaze et al. [5] first proposed the concept of PRE at
30 EUROCRYPT’98. The authors used the ElGamal scheme [6]
31 as the building block to obtain the chosen plaintext attacks
32 (or CPA) against a secure PRE scheme under the decisional
33 Diffie-Hellman (or DDH) assumption. Since then the cryp-
34 tographers proposed various subsequent PRE schemes,
35 improvements, and optimizations from DDH assumption
36 (e.g., [7], [8], [9] etc.). However, it is a matter of common
37 sense that the cryptosystems under DDH assumption cannot

38stay away from the quantum computer attacks. Obliviously,
39the post-quantum cryptography has been on the agenda for
40a while. Lattice-based cryptography has popularized rap-
41idly in post-quantum cryptography as a sort of important
42tool for preventing quantum attacks. Hence, many cryptog-
43raphers are working to construct the lattice-based crypto-
44graphic primitives. Obviously, it makes sense to construct
45the lattice-based PRE scheme with new properties. To our
46knowledge, the emphasis of lattice-based cryptography
47tends to be on learning with errors (LWE) assumption.
48Xagawa applied the LWE to show the possibility of PRE
49over lattices in his thesis [10], but the drawback is that we
50cannot find the complete security proof. Subsequently, the
51first key-private PRE scheme over lattices was constructed
52by Aono et al. [11] at INDOCRYPT’13, but the authors only
53achieved weakly key-private. The major breakthroughs
54in PRE over lattices arrived with the contributions of
55Chandran et al. [12] and Kirshanova [13]. In a short, no
56trusted authority is needed to generate the re-encryption
57key simultaneously in the PRE scheme of Kirshanova [13].
58At one time, an obfuscator that used for designing various
59re-encryption schemes (i.e., re-encryption, functional re-
60encryption, and multi-hop re-encryption) without going
61through fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) was pro-
62posed by Chandran et al. [12] under the decisional LWE
63assumption. Very recently, Nishimaki and Xagawa [14]
64used the re-encryption techniques of FHE [15] to design two
65types of PRE schemes with key-private property over latti-
66ces, where one PRE scheme is based on Regev scheme [16]
67and the other one is based on Linder-Peikert scheme [17].
68Notably, we easily observe that most existing lattice-based
69PRE schemes focus on single-hop re-encryption construc-
70tion while multi-hop PRE (hereafter L-hop PRE) scheme
71from lattice is more practical. Fortunately, Chandran et al.
72[12] have pointed out that their scheme can be transformed
73from 1-hop PRE to L-hop PRE via the ideal circuit family
74for a directed graph G, however, we cannot find a detailed
75construction. Hence, we are still working along this line in
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76 this paper to try to construct the multi-hop PRE scheme. As
77 we know, by Barrington’s theorem, the polynomial-size
78 branching program (BP) is one type of NC1 circuit. In a
79 word, the encrypted data [18] can be computed by BP or
80 the decryption circuit can be represent by BP. Moreover,
81 the Barrington’s theorem implies that the majority function
82 can be computed by a family of BP of constant width and
83 polynomial size. However, the other types of NC1 circuit
84 without those features cannot be adopted to compute the
85 encrypted data. That’s the advantage of BP to construct
86 multi-hop PRE scheme. Hence, this situation raises a
87 question:

88 Can we achieve multi-hop PRE scheme via BP?

89 As we know, one can convert any NC1 circuit into a spe-
90 cial BP which contains polynomial-length 4d for circuit
91 depth d and width 5. Hence, to solve this issue, we can attain
92 a multi-hopPRE scheme by using theBP. Concretely, armed
93 with the homomorphic PRE scheme of Ma et al. [19], we first
94 optimize the dimension of ciphertexts by using the method
95 of Brakerski et al. [20] and get a short ciphertext. Then the
96 short ciphertext and the re-encryption key (that obtained
97 from the optimized key switching procedure) were
98 implanted into NAND circuit. Lastly, we are going to trans-
99 form the NAND circuit into BP (on the fly) [21], then evaluate

100 BP homomorphically and output the L-hop re-encryption
101 ciphertexts. Below, we sketch our techniques and provide a
102 more detailed construction in the following Section 3.1.

103 1.1 Technical Overview

104 PRE is an important cryptographic primitive which can be
105 used in various information security systems. In order to
106 capture the actual condition, the multi-hop PRE came into
107 being. We observe that 1-hop PRE can be transformed to
108 L-hop PRE by the ideal circuit, which has been pointed out
109 by Chandran et al. [12]. BP is one type of NC1 circuit, which
110 can be adopted to deal with the encrypted data [20], [22],
111 etc. Thus, in this paper, we construct a BP-based multi-hop
112 PRE scheme, that’s our main contribution.
113 We note that, NAND gate is the core of BP. In lattice set-
114 ting, one uses the form of X �G�1ðYÞ to express the NAND
115 gate for two assigned matrix X and Y. Importantly, with this
116 structure, the re-encryption algorithm Cj :¼M �G�1ðCiÞ of
117 PRE can be achieved for the input-side ciphertext Ci and
118 the re-encryption key M. In the following, we just make an
119 informal explanation for our technical ideas and omit the
120 concrete dimension of matrix and vector.

121 � In this paper, we first give a much simpler key-
122 switching procedure description via gadget matrix
123 in Section 3.1, then utilize the optimized key switch-
124 ing procedure to restate the scheme of Chandran
125 et al. [12] in Section 3.2.
126 � Then, in order to make the PRE scheme support
127 homomorphic operation, we transform the encryp-
128 tion algorithm of optimized PRE scheme into fully
129 homomorphic algorithm, namely that the form of the
130 ciphertext c ¼ AT rþ bq2cu ðmod qÞ 2 Zðnþ1Þ�1q was trans-
131 formed into the form of c ¼ AT � rþ 2‘q�1mu1 for
132 u1 :¼ ð1; 0; . . . ; 0Þ.We stress that, if we adopt the origi-
133 nal Gentry-Sahai-Vaikuntanathan (GSW [23]) style

134ciphertext C :¼ AT � Rþ m �G ðmod qÞ 2 Z
ðnþ1Þ�ðnþ1Þ‘q
q

135for gadget matrix G 2 Z
ðnþ1Þ�ðnþ1Þ‘q
q and random

136matrix R 2 f0; 1gm�ðnþ1Þ‘q , we easily find that the
137encryption of GSW style lets the dimension of cipher-
138text scale up, and leads to the performance degrading.
139Hence, in this paper, inspired by the FHE with short
140ciphertext of Brakerski and Perlman [20], we adopt
141their method to scale down the ciphertext dimension,
142i.e., we develop the homomorphic PRE with short
143ciphertext c ¼ AT � rþ 2‘q�1mu1 for u1 :¼ ð1; 0; . . . ; 0Þ.
144� Lastly, in order to realize L-hop PRE, in lattice set-
145ting, the re-encryption key and the ciphertext are
146assembled into NAND gate circuit by following the
147same method with [11], [12], [14].1 Next, we give a
148way how to assemble the NAND gates into BP. In
149particular, the BP starts to work at node ð1; 1Þ and
150ends at node ði; LÞ, namely that ð1; 1Þ :!x ði; LÞ,
151where a boolean permutation was denoted by
152x 2 f0; 1gL�1. We note that, BP contains a total of
153ðLþ 1Þ � w nodes for length L and width w. Each
154node ði; tÞ has two edges (or fan-outs) p0;t and p1;t.
155Moreover, we associate each edge with a node at
156next level.2 Thus, in this setting, as for the initial
157ciphertext c, we associate it with the BP’s node ð1; 1Þ,
158and as for the re-encryption key XvarðtÞ, we associate
159XvarðtÞ and G� XvarðtÞ with the edges, then one can
160compute the BP on a permutation rk ¼ fXvarðtÞ; G�
161XvarðtÞgL (a.k.a., a series of re-encryption keys) as
162input, i.e., ð1; 1Þ :!rk ð1; LÞ. In a nutshell, we first
163decompose the secret key into bits by the bit-
164decompose function Bit, we then encrypted each bit
165of secret key and introduced the Extend algorithm to
166assemble all of these encrypted bits into rk.
167� Furthermore, we extend our multi-hop PRE via
168branching program to multi-bit and multi-hop
169PRE via branching program. In order to encrypt
170t-bit at one-time, hence, we use t branching pro-
171grams BP to compute each bit simultaneously, i.e.,
172BP ¼ ðBPð1Þ; . . . ;BPðtÞÞ.

1731.2 Related Work and Application

174The construction of Blaze et al. [5] is the first bidirectional
175PRE scheme by adopting ElGamal scheme [6]. More con-
176cretely, for a generator g of group G and a prime order p of
177the group, the delegator and delegatee sample their own
178key pair ða; gaÞ and ðb; gbÞ respectively, a, b Zp. The dele-
179gator encrypts a message m and generates the ciphertext
180which is the form of c ¼ ðc1; c2Þ ¼ ðm � gr; ðgaÞrÞ for a ran-
181domly chosen r Zp. The proxy converts the ciphertext c
182to the ciphertext c0 of delegatee by computing
183c0 ¼ ðc1; cb=a2 Þ ¼ ðmgr; ðgbÞrÞ, where the re-encryption key
184from the delegator to the delegatee is rkA!B ¼ b=a. We eas-
185ily observe the special structure of rk so that the proxy can
186easily get a=b and computes the ciphertexts from the delega-
187tee to the delegator. In reality, a re-encryption key works

1. I.e., the re-encryption ciphertext is X �G�1ðcÞ along with the
input-side ciphertext c and the re-encryption key X.

2. In simple terms, at level iþ 1, the edge p0;t is associated with
ðiþ 1; p0;tðjÞÞ for t 2 ½L� and i 2 ½w�. Similarly, p1;t is associated with
ðiþ 1; p1;tðjÞÞ.
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189 Working along this line, many follow-up works to optimize
190 and improve the performance were proposed [7], [8], [9],
191 [24], [25]. However, most previous PRE schemes were
192 designed by DDH assumption. In order to prevent quantum
193 attacks, lattice-based PRE schemes were proposed, a com-
194 parison results of lattice-based PRE schemes was provided
195 in the following Table 1.
196 As is shown by the Table 1, most of these schemes are
197 only support single-hop except [12], [26]. Moreover, all of
198 them must encrypt multi-bit by encrypting vector directly
199 and they didn’t explain how to achieve single-bit PRE. In
200 this case, our scheme supports single-bit and single-hop
201 PRE, single-bit and multi-hop PRE, and multi-bit and
202 multi-hop PRE. Importantly, our scheme supports homo-
203 morphic evaluation.
204 FHE is an important tool for computing the encrypted
205 data [15] homomorphically and has many potential applica-
206 tion prospects in various aspects of cloud computing. Con-
207 cretely, two types of PRE schemes were proposed by
208 Chandran et al. [12], the authors used Regev scheme [16]
209 and Gentry-Peikert-Vaikuntanathan (GPV, also called dual
210 Regev) scheme [27] respectively, which corresponds to
211 Regev style key switching and GPV style key switching sep-
212 arately. However, Nishimaki et al. [14] used Regev style key
213 switching to construct two types of key-private PRE which
214 are based on Regev [16] scheme and Lindner and Peikert
215 (LP) [17] scheme respectively.
216 Chandran et al. [12] pointed out that we can obtain a
217 multi-hop PRE scheme by the ideal circuit, but the scheme
218 only supports limited hops. Another multi-hop PRE scheme
219 was proposed by Fan et al. [26], but they adopted the compli-
220 cated Micciancio-Peikert scheme [28] as the building block.
221 The other schemes focus on the single-hop schemes and
222 obtainmulti-hop by iterating the single-hop scheme.

223 1.3 Paper Organization

224 In Section 2, we present some related notations. In Section 3,
225 we describe and optimize the building blocks. Finally, our
226 multi-hop homomorphic PRE construction was presented
227 in Section 4.

228 2 PRELIMINARIES

229 Vector x is denoted by the bold lower-case letter and
230 matrix A is denoted by the bold upper-case letter. The
231 symbol “:=” implies deterministic assignment. Considering

232the truncated discrete Gaussian distribution DZmq ;s , we
233denote DZmq ;s over Zm with parameter s. Note that DZm;s is
234

ffiffiffiffiffi
m
p � s-bounded.

235Definition 2.1 ([29]). If the inequality Pr
x $ x
½jxj �B� � 2�~VðnÞ

236holds, then the B-bounded distribution ensemble over integers
237is x ¼ xð�Þ (i.e., jxj � B).

2382.1 Learning with Errors and Lattice Background

239Lemma 2.2 ([30] Lemma 2.1). If the parameters � 2 Z, n;

240q 2 N, m � nlog q þ 2� and vectors r R f0; 1gm and y Zn
q

R

,

241A Zm�n
q

R

are hold, then the statistical distance is

D
�ðA;AT � rÞ; ðA; yÞ� � 2��; (2:1)

243243

244for the distributions ðA;AT rÞ and ðA; yÞ.
245Lemma 2.3 ([31] Lemma 4.4).

2461) For 8 k > 0, Pr½jej > k � s; e D1
s� � 2 � expð� k2

2 Þ;
2472) For 8 k > 0, Pr½kek > k � s � ffiffiffiffiffi

m
p

; e Dm
s � � km�

248expðm2 � ð1� k2ÞÞ.
249Remark 2.4. We suppose s � 2

ffiffiffi
n
p

throughout the paper.
250Thus, if e Dm

s then we have, on average, that kek 	
251

ffiffiffiffiffi
m
p � s. Lemma 2.3 (2) implies kek � 2s

ffiffiffiffiffi
m
p

with over-
252whelming probability.

253Definition 2.5 (Decision-LWEn;q;x;m). An independent sam-
254ple ðA;bÞ 2 Zm�n

q � Zm�1
q is distributed according to either:

255(1) the uniform distribution (i.e., fðA;bÞ : A Zm�n
q ;

256b Zm�1
q g), or (2) As;x for a uniform random s 2 Zn

q

257(i.e., fðA;bÞ : A Zm�n
q ; s Zn�1

q ; e xm�1;b ¼ A � sþ e
258ðmod qÞg). Then, the above two distributions are computation-
259ally indistinguishable.

2602.2 Basic Tools

261The following basic tools were proposed by Brakerski et al.
262[29], [32]. First we fix the following parameters q;m 2 N and
263let ‘q ¼ blog qc þ 1 andN ¼ m � ‘q.
264Definition 2.6. The algorithm PowerOf2 takes as input an
265m-dimension random vector v 2 Zm

q , then outputs an
266N-dimension vector

v1; 2v1; . . . ; 2
‘q�1v1; . . . ; vm; 2vm; . . . ; 2‘q�1vm

� � 2 ZN
q :

268268

269

270Definition 2.7. The (bit-decomposition) algorithm Bit takes a
271vector v 2 Zm

q as input, then outputs an N-dimension vector

ðv1;0; . . . ; v1;‘q�1; . . . ; vm;0; . . . ; vm;‘q�1Þ 2 ZN
q ;

273273

274where vi;j is the jth bit in vi’s binary representation. In other

275words, vi ¼
P‘q�1

j¼0 2jvi;j:

276Definition 2.8. The algorithm Bit�1 takes as input a vector
277(needs not be binary)

v ¼ ðv1;0; . . . ; v1;‘�1; . . . ; vm;0; . . . ; vm;‘�1ÞT 2 ZN
q ; 279279

280and outputs the vector

X‘�1
j¼0

2j � v1;j; . . . ;
X‘�1
j¼0

2j � vm;j

 !T

2 Zm
q :

282282

283

TABLE 1
Comparison of LWE-Based Uni-Direction PRE

and Our Schemes

Scheme Homomorphism Security Hop Msg

Kirshanova [13] • CCA Single Multi
Fan et al. [26] • CCA Multi Multi
Xagawa [10] • NONE Single Multi
Aono et al. [11] • CPA Single Multi
Nishimaki et al. [14] • CPA Single Multi
Ma et al. [19] @ CPA Single Multi
Chandran et al. [12] • CPA Multi Multi

Our scheme @ CPA Multi Single/Multi

LI ET AL.: ACHIEVING MULTI-HOP PRE VIA BRANCHING PROGRAM 3
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284 Lemma 2.9 ([28]). If there exists a computable gadget matrix G
285 that proposed by Micciancio and Peikert [28], then there exists
286 a computable deterministic inverse function (a.k.a., “short pre-
287 image”) G�1ð�Þ along with G, where G ¼ Im 
 g 2 Zm�N

q for

288 any N � mdlog qe and g ¼ ð1; 2; 4; . . . ; 2‘�1ÞT . Meanwhile,

289 the inverse function G�1ðMÞ takes as input a matrix
290 M 2 Zm�m0

q for any m0 and outputs G�1ðMÞ 2 f0; 1gN�m0
291 such that there existsGG�1ðMÞ ¼M.

292 Remark 2.10. Here we remark that, considering the vector
293 v 2 Zm

q there exists PowerOf2ðvÞ ¼ vTG. For the vector

294 v 2 ZN
q we consider Bit�1ðvÞ ¼ Gv. As for the vector a 2

295 Zm
q , we can rename the algorithm BitðaÞ asG�1ðaÞ.

296 2.3 Branching Program

297 In this section, we give a brief description of the computa-
298 tional model of permutation BP. The definition of BP is sim-
299 ilar to [20], [22].

300 Definition 2.11. The instruction ðp0;t; p1;tÞt2½L� is denoted by a

301 permutation BP
Q

along with ‘ variables, width k, and length

302 L. Considering a function var : ½L� ! ½‘�, each tuple ðp0;t;
303 p1;tÞt2½L� is composed of a pair of permutations p0;t, p1;t:

304 ½k� ! ½k�. The BP takes a binary vector x ¼ ðx1; . . . ; x‘Þ 2
305 ð0; 1Þ‘ as input, and outputs a random bit b 2 f0; 1g. The exe-
306 cution of

Q
is as follows:

307 - Keeps a state integer s 2 f0; . . . ; kg and initializes
308 s0 ¼ 1;
309 - The tth instruction st :¼ pxvarðtÞ ðst�1Þ recursively
310 determines the next state for every step t ¼ 1; . . . ; L.
311 In brief, if xvarðtÞ ¼ 0 then st :¼ p0;tðst�1Þ, and otherwise
312 st :¼ p1;tðst�1Þ. Finally, after the Lth iteration, the results of
313 BP is 1 if and only if sL ¼ 1.

314 Remark 2.12. We remark that, if ones wants to homo-
315 morphically evaluate a BP then an integer state
316 s 2 f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g should be represented by a 0-1 state vec-
317 tor v 2 f0; 1g5. More concretely, the key point is as follows
318 identical equation vt½i� ¼ 1, st ¼ i. Thus, we first initial-
319 ize v0½1� ¼ 1 and v0½i� ¼ 0 for i 2 f2; 3; 4; 5g and evaluate
320 BP according to the following recursive formula:
321 vt½i� ¼ 1, pt;xvarðtÞ ðst�1Þ ¼ i. Therefore, for every 1 �
322 i � 5, there exists an identical equation vt½i� ¼ 1 if and
323 only if we have

324 � either vt�1½p�1t;0 ðiÞ� ¼ 1 and xvarðtÞ ¼ 0

325 � or vt�1½p�1t;1 ðiÞ� ¼ 1 and xvarðtÞ ¼ 1.

326 Hence, the following formula holds equivalently

vt½i� ¼ vt�1½p�1t;0 ðiÞ�ð1� xvatðtÞÞ þ vt�1½p�1t;1 ðiÞ�xvatðtÞ
¼ vt�1½gt;i;0�ð1� xvatðtÞÞ þ vt�1½gt;i;1�xvatðtÞ;

(2:2)

328328

329 where gt;i;0 ¼D p�1t;0 ðiÞ and gt;i;1 ¼D p�1t;1 ðiÞ are constant, pub-
330 lic, and computable according to the above BP’s descrip-
331 tion. After the L times iteration, if and only if sL ¼ 1 can
332 be accepted by us, namely that we obtain vL½1�. We stress
333 that, the following our homomorphic evaluations are
334 inherently the above form of BP.

335 Below, we give the theorem of Barrington from [21].

336Theorem 2.13 (Barrington’s Theorem [21]). If one obtains
337the explanation of the circuit C and BP, then he can compute
338

Q
in polyð‘; 4dÞ. Meanwhile, every boolean NAND circuit C

339has ‘ inputs and depth d, which can be computed by a permuta-
340tion BP with length-4d and width-5.

3412.4 Predecessor Function for Circuit

342In this section, we adopt the definition and corollary from
343Brakerski et al. [20].

344Definition 2.14 (Predecessor Function for Circuit,
345PredCðiÞ). The predecessor function of C is defined as
346PredCðiÞ where the index of length is i and a circuit is C as in
347Barington Theorem. Then the output gate of PredCðiÞ is
348labelled by 0 and the input gate of PredCðiÞ is labelled by the
349index of the variable.

350Corollary 2.15 (Barrington’s Theorem On-The-Fly,
351BPOTF). If given access to the program PredCðiÞ, then there
352exists a uniform machine BPOTF outputing the layers
353ðp0;t; p1;tÞ of BP by using the Theorem 2.13 for t 2 ½L� width of

354BPOTF. We remark that, each layer needs time OðdÞ, and
355BPOTF uses total OðdÞ space.

3562.5 Homomorphic Proxy Re-Encryption (PRE)

357We remark that, in order to make reading easier, we start by
358recalling the definition of FHE from [23], [30].

359Definition 2.16. L ¼ Lð�Þ is consider as a level function. An
360L-FHE scheme for a class of circuits fC�g�2N contains four
361probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) algorithms fKeyGen,
362Enc, Dec, Evalg such that:
363- KeyGen algorithm takes the security parameter 1� as
364input and generates a public key pk and a secret key sk;
365- Enc algorithm takes as input a message m 2 f0; 1g�
366along with pk and generates a ciphertext c;
367- Dec algorithm takes as input a c, and outputs
368m 2 f0; 1g� under the sk;
369- Eval algorithm takes a pk, a sequence of c1; . . . ; c‘, and
370a circuit C 2 C� as input, then it generates a evaluated
371ciphertext c

?
. Notably, ‘ is a polynomial over �.

372The two important properties are required:

373- Correctness. The correctness holds if

m ¼ Dec
�
sk;
�
Encðpk;mÞ��;

375375

376for any �, m 2 f0; 1g�, and ðpk; skÞ is generated by
377KeyGenð1�Þ.
378- Homomorphisms. The following equation holds

Cðm1; . . . ;m‘Þ ¼ Dec
�
sk;
�
Eval

�
pk; ðC;Encðpk;m1Þ;

. . . ;Encðpk;m‘ÞÞ
���

:
380380

381for any �, anym1; . . . ;m‘ 2 f0; 1g�, and C 2 C�.
382Definition 2.17 (Security). If the following equation is negligi-
383ble in � for any PPT adversary A

jPr½Aðpk;Encðpk;m0ÞÞ ¼ 1� � Pr½Aðpk;Encðpk;m1ÞÞ ¼ 1�j; 385385
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386 then the FHE scheme is indistinguishability againstCPA (a.k.a.,
387 IND-CPA-secure), wherem0;m1 are chosen randomly from the
388 plaintext space byA and ðpk; skÞ  KeyGenð1�Þ.
389 Definition 2.18 (Compactness). If the evaluated ciphertext is
390 generated by the Eval algorithm which has length at most
391 a ¼ að�Þ, then the L-FHE scheme is compact for a class of cir-
392 cuits fCkgk2N.
393 Below, we use the same syntax and security definition of
394 PRE as Canetti et al. [7] while the uni-directional PRE can
395 be regarded as an extension of bi-directional PRE [7].
396 Syntax. The uni-directional PRE contains a tuple of PPT
397 algorithms

PRE ¼ ðSetup;KeyGen;Enc;ReKeyGen;ReEnc;DecÞ;
399399

400 as follows:

401 � params Setupð1�Þ: Takes � as input and generates
402 the public parameter params;
403 � ðpk; skÞ  KeyGenðparamsÞ: Takes as input params
404 and generates a pk and a sk;
405 � c Encðpk;mÞ: Takes a message m 2 f0; 1g and pk as
406 input, then outputs the ciphertexts c;
407 � rk ReKeyGenðpki; ski; pkjÞ: Takes a key pair ðpki;
408 skiÞ from the input side player i and a public key pkj
409 from the output side player j, then outputs the re-

410 encryption key rkði!jÞ from player i to player j,
411 when the context clear, we omit the superscript and
412 write it as rk;
413 � cj  ReEncðrk; ciÞ: Takes rk and ci from player i as
414 input, and outputs re-encryption ciphertexts cj for
415 player j;
416 � m Decðc; skÞ: Takes c and sk as input and outputs
417 a message m or an error symbol ?.
418 Proposition 2.19 (Single/Multi-Hop PRE). The number of
419 the PRE hops from the input-side to the output-side is defined
420 as L :¼ j� i, which means the proxy server of PRE is only
421 allowed to re-encrypt the ciphertexts L times. Apparently, the
422 single-hop PRE scheme is denoted by L ¼ 1. If L > 1, then
423 the scheme is L-hop PRE (a.k.a., multi-hop PRE).

424Remark 2.20. We remark that, we use the Fig. 1 to explain
425the multi-hop PRE scheme.

426Definition 2.21 (Correctness). There exist two cases.

427- The input-side decryption, the delegator computes the
428results of Dec

�
sk;Encðpk;mÞ� with overwhelming

429probability.
430- The output-side decryption, i.e., after L-hop re-encryp-
431tion from player i ¼ 1 to player j :¼ iþ L, the delegator
432computes and obtains the outputs of DecðskL;ReEnc
433

�
rkðL�1!LÞ; . . . ;ReEncðrkð1!2Þ; c1Þ

�Þ with over-
434whelming probability for the re-encryption key rkði!jÞ

435from i to j.

436Definition 2.22 (Security). We denote the following security
437game between a challenger C and an adversary A. Notably, A
438is eligible for choosing all sort of queries, such as the public key
439queries, re-encryption key queries, and ciphertext queries.

4401) At first, C runs Setupð1�Þ ! ðpk�; sk�Þ and adds
441ðpk�; sk�Þ to the honest set GH , then sends pk� to A;
4422) Upon receiving pk�, A makes the public key queries,
443there exist two cases: 1). if A un-corrupts key-genera-
444tion oracle, then sends pk0 to A and adds index i to GH ;
4452). if A corrupts key-generation oracle, then sends
446ðpk0; sk0Þ toA and adds index i to the corrupted set GC ;
4473) The re-encryption key queries are issued by A for pki
448from player i and pkj from player j where i 6¼ j, then
449rkði!jÞ is obtained by C by ReKeyGenðmpk;
450ðpki; skiÞ; pkjÞ and C sends back rkði!jÞ to A; (Nota-
451bly, the re-encryption key generation queries were not
452permitted to occur between an uncorrupted party and a
453corrupted, i.e., they are corrupted parties, or alterna-
454tively both are honest parties.)
4554) The query ði; j; ciÞ is submitted by A, then C in turn
456generates cj  ReEncðpki; pkj; ciÞ and sends cj back
457to A.
4585) A submits query ði�;m0;m1Þ, then C in turn samples a
459bit b 2 f0; 1g and returns ci�  Encðpki� ;mbÞ to A.
460Importantly, the oracle of decryption is only allowed to
461query once.

Fig. 1. Multi-hop proxy re-encryption scheme.
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462 A outputs b0 2 f0; 1g and denotes the advantage of A as
463 Adv ¼ jPr½b0 � b� � 1

2 j. If Adv is negligible for all PPT A
464 then the PRE scheme is IND-CPA-secure .

465 From the above definition of PRE, we can sketch that
466 once the delegatee and the delegator are chosen, the proxy
467 server can re-encrypt the original ciphertext which is from
468 the delegator, then send the ciphertext to the delegatee.
469 Finally, the delegatee decrypts the re-encryption ciphertext
470 with his own secret key. That’s the simple scenario about
471 the single-hop PRE scheme, notably, the proxy doesn’t do
472 any evaluation except re-encryption. If the proxy has more
473 ciphertexts from multiple delegators and needs do some
474 computation on these ciphertexts without leaking the infor-
475 mation of these ciphertexts, the proxy needs to support
476 homomorphic evaluation. To address this issue, the concept
477 of homomorphic PRE has been proposed [19], [33].
478 Compared with original single-hop PRE, the following
479 definition of the homomorphic PRE is identical to the gen-
480 eral PRE scheme except that the homomorphic evaluation
481 can be supported by our homomorphic PRE scheme.

482 Definition 2.23 (Homomorphic PRE, From [33]). The
483 homomorphic PRE scheme contains the same algorithms of
484 FHE scheme and also has re-key generation and re-encryption
485 algorithms as follows:

486 � rk ReKeyGenðpki; ski; pkjÞ: Takes a key pair
487 ðpki; skiÞ from input side player i and a public key pkj
488 from output side player j, outputs the re-encryption
489 key rkði!jÞ from i to j
490 � cj  ReEncðrk; ciÞ: Takes rk and ci from player i as
491 input, then, outputs re-encryption ciphertexts cj for
492 player j;
493 meanwhile, the scheme has the following properties,

494 - Correctness of Re-Encrypted Ciphertexts:

m :¼ Dec
�
skj;ReEnc

�
rk;Encðpki;mÞ

��
:

496496

497 The above equation holds with overwhelming
498 probability.
499 - Homomorphisms: The homomorphic property holds
500 if the homomorphic operations for the algorithm Enc
501 and ReEnc are under the same public key. More con-
502 cretely, we have that

Cðm1; . . . ;m‘Þ ¼ Dec
�
sk;
�
Eval

�
pk; ðC;ReEncðpk;m1Þ;

. . . ;ReEncðpk;m‘ÞÞ
���

:
504504

505 for any �, anym1; . . . ;m‘ 2 f0; 1g�, and C 2 C�.
506 - Security: The security property of homomorphic PRE
507 is denoted by the IND-CPA game which is similar to
508 the security property of general PRE. So the detailed of
509 the IND-CPA game is omitted. Thus, if the PPT
510 adversary A’s advantage is negligible in �, i.e.,
511 AdvA ¼ jPr½b0 ¼ b� � 1

2 j � �, the homomorphic PRE
512 scheme is IND-CPA-secure.

513 3 OPTIMIZED SINGLE-HOP PRE SCHEME

514 We note that, the previous key switching mechanisms
515 [23], [30] were expressed in the function Bit and Bit�1.

516Fortunately, we remark that, the key switching mechanism
517can be denoted by the language of G and G�1 in Remark
5182.12. Hence, we first give a much simpler key-switching
519procedure description via gadget matrix in Section 3.1, then
520utilize the improved key switching procedure to restate the
521scheme of Chandran et al. [12] in Section 3.2.

5223.1 Improved Key Switching

523In this section, we first review the Regev scheme [16] before
524discussing our optimized key switching mechanism. The
525key generation algorithmof Regev scheme generates a public
526key A :¼ ðb;BÞ 2 Zm�1

q � Zm�n
q and a secret key t Zn�1

q ,

527where we have b ¼ B � tþ e ðmod qÞ for e xm�1 and the

528public matrix B 2 Zm�n
q . Importantly, the encrypter com-

529putes c ¼ AT � rþ q
2 ðmj0nÞT ðmod qÞ to encrypt m 2 f0; 1g,

530where the randomness vector is r Zðnþ1Þ�1q . Once obtained

531the ciphertext vector c, the decrypter recovers the message m

532by computing hc; ½1;�t�T i. The detailed construction of the
533important variant of key switching technique is as follows.

534� KskI :skO  SwitchKeyGenðskI; skOÞ:
5351) For the following “input/output” secret key
536skI ¼ ½1;�tTI �T 2 ZnI�1

q and skO ¼ ½1;�tTO�T 2 Z
nO�1
q ,

537set
�ðskTI Þ �G�T :¼ PowerOf2qðskIÞ 2 Zn̂I�1

q , where

538n̂I ¼ nI � blog qc;
5392) Samples a random matrix BI:O  Z

n̂I�ðnO�1Þ
q and

540eI:O from error distribution xn̂I�1, then

bI:O ¼ BI:O � tO þ eI:O þ
�½1;�tTI � �G�T 2 Zn̂I�1

q ; 542542

543

5443) Outputs the key switching matrix KI:O ¼ ½bI:O j
545BI:O� 2 Z

n̂I�nO
q .

546� cO  SwitchKeyðKI:O;G
�1ðcIÞÞ: where G�1ðcIÞ ¼ Bit

547ðcIÞ 2 Zn̂I�1
q for cI 2 ZnI�1

q and the function G�1

548makes the dimension from ZnI
q to Zn̂I

q ,
5491) To switch a ciphertext from skI to skI:O, runs

KI:O � ½1;�tTO�T ¼ bI:O � BI:O � tO
¼ eI:O þ

�½1;�tTI � �G�T : 551551

552

5532) Then outputs: cO :¼ KT
I:O �G�1ðcIÞ 2 Z

nO�1
q .

554Below we state the correctness and security of key
555switching procedure, then present the proofs by the defini-
556tion. We remark that we can ignore the subscripts when
557they are apparent from the context.

558Lemma 3.1 (Correctness, [29]). Set skI 2 ZnI , skO 2 ZnO

559and cI 2 ZnI
q be any vectors. Suppose there exist KI:O  

560SwitchKeyGenðskI; skOÞ and cO  SwitchKeyðKI:O; cIÞ,
561then there exists the equality hcO; skOi ¼ hcI ; skIi þ hG�1ðcIÞ;
562eI:Oi ðmod qÞ:
563Proof. We give a more detailed proof

hcO; skOi ¼
�
G�1ðcIÞ

�T � KI:O � ½1;�tTO�T
� �

¼ hcI ;
�½1;�tTI �T �i þ hG�1ðcIÞ; eI:Oi ðmod qÞ:

565565

566Completing this proof. tu
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567 Lemma 3.2 (Security, [29]). Set skI 2 ZnI be any vector.
568 Suppose we generate skO  SecretKeyGenðparamsÞ and
569 KI:O  SwitchKeyGenðskI; skOÞ, then the difference between

570 the uniform distribution over Z
n̂I�nO
q and the distribution KI:O

571 cannot be distinguished by any efficient PPT adversary under
572 LWEn;q;x assumption.

573 3.2 Optimized Single-Hop PRE Scheme

574 Armed with the optimized key switching program, we first
575 restate the scheme of Chandran et al. [12], which is similar
576 to Aono et al. [11] and Nishimaki et al. [14].

577 � params PRE:Setupð1�Þ:
578 1) Takes as input � then generates params :¼
579 ðn;m; q;xÞ as public parameter;
580 � ðpk; skÞ  PRE:KeyGenðparamsÞ:
581 1) The algorithm first choose a random matrix B
582 from Zm�n

q , a random vector t Zn�1
q , and an

583 error vector e xm�1 first, then generates b ¼ B�
584 tþ e ðmod qÞ 2 Zm�1

q ;

585 2) Outputs A ¼ ðb;BÞ 2 Zm�ðnþ1Þ
q as the public key

586 pk and s ¼ ð1;�tT ÞT 2 Zðnþ1Þ�1q as the secret key
587 sk.
588 � c PRE:Encðparams; pk;m 2 f0; 1gÞ:
589 1) Samples a random vector r from f�1; 0; 1gm�1
590 first, then sets u :¼ ½m; 0; . . . ; 0�T 2 f0; 1gðnþ1Þ�1;
591 2) Outputs c ¼ AT rþ bq2cu ðmod qÞ 2 Zðnþ1Þ�1q ;

592 � rk PRE:ReKeyGenðparams; pki :¼ Ai; pkj :¼ Aj;
593 ski :¼ siÞ: As the definition of PRE mentioned ear-
594 lier, in each hop, the re-encryption key generation
595 algorithm takes the public key pki :¼ Ai :¼ ðbi;BÞ 2
596 Zm�ðnþ1Þ

q and secret key ski :¼ si ¼ ð1;�tTi ÞT 2
597 Zðnþ1Þ�1q from the input-side player (i.e., delegator)
598 and the public key pkj :¼ Aj :¼ ðbj;BÞ from the out-
599 put-side player (i.e., delegatee) as input. Thus, it
600 holds that,
601 1) Takes the key pair of the delegator (or input-side
602 player), i.e., pki; ski, and the public key of the del-
603 egatee (or output-side player), i.e., pkj;
604 2) Next, the algorithm chooses a random matrix
605 RðjÞ  f�1; 0; 1gm�m and the algorithm com-
606 putes the matrixNðjÞ :¼ AT

i � RðjÞ 2 Zðnþ1Þ�mq ;

607 3) Samples another random matrix Rði!jÞ from

608 f�1; 0; 1gm�ðnþ1Þ‘q and computes

Mði!jÞ  bT
j � Rði!jÞ þ �½1;�tTi � �G�

BT � Rði!jÞ

" #
:610610

611

612 Remark 3.3. As mentioned above, the key switching matrix

613 is KI:O ¼ ½bI:O jBI:O� 2 Z
n̂I�nO
q for bI:O ¼ BI:O � tO þ eI:Oþ

614
�½1;�tI � �G�T 2 Zn̂I�1

q , where the dimension of matrix

615 BI:O is the same as
�½1;�tðiÞ2 � �G�T . Notably, in order to re-

616 randomize a converted ciphertext, we need to parse KI:O

617 into ðBI:O � tO þ eI:O þ
�½1;�tI � �G�T Þ and BI:O, then we

618 use Rði!jÞ to multiply them respectively.

619 4) Outputs rk :¼ X ¼ ðMði!jÞ;NðjÞÞ.

620� cj  ReEncðparams; rk :¼ ðMði!jÞ;NðjÞÞ; ciÞ:
6211) Samples a random vector r̂ 2 f0; 1gm�1, then
622computes and outputs the re-encryption cipher-

623texts cj :¼Mði!jÞ �G�1ðcÞ þNðjÞ � r̂ ðmod qÞ 2 Zðnþ1Þ�1q

624forG�1ðcÞ 2 Z
ðnþ1Þ‘q�1
q .

625� PRE:Decðparams; sk; cÞ: Two cases for the decryption
626algorithmwill be considered,
6271) At input side, the delegator computes hc; si :¼ cT �
628s ¼ r � ðA � sÞþ bq2c � m ¼ r � eþ bq2c � m ðmod qÞ, if
629krek � m �Bx < q=8, then outputs m ¼ 1 and
630otherwise outputs m ¼ 0.
6312) At output side, the delegatee decrypts the 1-hop re-
632encryption ciphertexts. Specifically, the delegatee
633computes hcj; sji ¼ bq2c � mþ error ðmod qÞ. Thus

634we obtain m ¼ 1 if kerrork < q=8, otherwise
635m ¼ 0.
636Actually, the correctness of input side decryption is the
637same as the general decryption. But the correctness of out-
638put side is more complex. Below we present the output side
639decryption correctness.

640Lemma 3.4 (Correctness). If the following equation holds
641kerrork < ðnþ 1Þ‘q �mBx then the output side decryption of
642the single-hop PRE scheme is correct.

643Proof. Below is the decryption at output side,

hcj; sji ¼ Mði!jÞ �G�1ðciÞ þNðjÞ � r̂
� �T

� sj

¼
 

bT
j � Rði!jÞ þ �½1;�tTi � �G�

BT
j � Rði!jÞ

" #
�G�1ðciÞ

þAT
j � RðjÞ � r̂

!T

� 1

�tj

� �

¼ bT
j R
ði!jÞG�1ðciÞ þ

�½1;�tTi �GG�1ðciÞ
�

BT
j � Rði!jÞ �G�1ðciÞ

 !T

� 1

�tj

� �
þ r̂T � ðRðjÞÞT �Aj

� �
� 1

�tj

� �

¼ �½1;�tTi �GG�1ðciÞ
�þ �Rði!jÞG�1ðciÞ

�T ðbjÞ
� �Rði!jÞG�1ðciÞ

�T ðBjtjÞ þ r̂T ðRðjÞÞT
� �

ej

¼ q

2

j k
� mþ error ðmod qÞ;

645645

646where we denote error as follows:

error ¼ riei þ
�
G�1ðciÞ

�T �
Rði!jÞ�T þ r̂T ðRðjÞÞT

� �
� ej;

648648

649hence, we have that

kerrork �
��

G�1ðciÞ
�T �

Rði!jÞ�T þ r̂T ðRðjÞÞT
�
ej

			 			
þ krieik � ðnþ 1Þ‘qmBx:

651651

652This completes the proof. tu
653Lemma 3.5 (Security). The single-hop PRE scheme is
654IND-CPA-secure under the decisional LWE assumption.

655Proof. Below is the sketch proof of Lemma 3.5. The proof
656contains three steps, in more detail: first, in the
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657 uncorrupted key-generation oracle case, armed with the
658 decisional LWE assumption, the matrix A ¼ ðb;BÞ is
659 replaced by a uniform matrix over Zm�ðnþ1Þ

q . In the cor-
660 rupted key-generation oracle case, A will get s; second,
661 for convenience, following analysis in GH , armed with the
662 decisional LWE assumption, the vector bT

j � Rði!jÞ is

663 replaced by a uniform distribution over Z
1�ðnþ1Þ‘q
q . Then

664 we use the Lemma 2.2 (i.e., leftover hash lemma) to

665 replace X ¼ ðMði!jÞ;NðjÞÞ (i.e., the re-encryption key)

666 with a uniform distribution over Z
ðnþ1Þ�ðnþ1Þ‘q
q � Zðnþ1Þ�mq

667 for player i and j are in GH , otherwise aborts. Lastly, we

668 use the Lemma 2.2 to replace c ¼ AT � rþ bq2c � u ðmod qÞ
669 (i.e., the original ciphertext) with a uniform vector over

670 Zðnþ1Þ�1q . This completes the proof. More details will be
671 found in [12], [14]. tu

672 4 ACHIEVING MULTI-HOP PRE SCHEME

673 In this section, we develop a multi-hop homomorphic PRE
674 scheme. Concretely, inspired by the Barington’s theorem, we
675 know that the encrypted data can be computed by BP. More-
676 over, in lattice-based setting, the BP is composed of a series
677 of NAND gates. Actually, the essence of NAND gate is the

678 form of X �G�1ðYÞwhich takes two specified matrices X and
679 Y as input. The analogies between the form of X �G�1ðYÞ and
680 homomorphic multiplication have been striking. Hence,
681 using BP to compute the PRE’s ciphertext, the NAND gate
682 can be assembled by the re-encryption key and ciphertext,
683 then the multi-hop PRE’s re-encrypted ciphertext can be
684 obtained. That’s the reason why we attempt to design the
685 multi-hop homomorphic PRE scheme.
686 The high-level technical route of our multi-hop homomor-
687 phic PRE scheme is provided as follows: 1). we first optimize
688 the scheme of Chandran et al. (CCLNX) at PKC’14 [12] by
689 using we improved key switching program [34] as described
690 in Section 3. 2). then, we transform the encryption algorithm
691 of optimized PRE scheme into FHE algorithm, namely that
692 c ¼ AT rþ bq2cu ðmod qÞ 2 Zðnþ1Þ�1q was transformed into the

693 form of GSW-style ciphertext C :¼ AT � Rþ m �G ðmod qÞ 2
694 Z

ðnþ1Þ�ðnþ1Þ‘q
q for gadgetmatrixG 2 Z

ðnþ1Þ�ðnþ1Þ‘q
q and random

695 matrix R 2 f0; 1gm�ðnþ1Þ‘q . Obviously, the dimension of
696 homomorphic PRE’s ciphertext is bigger than the optimized
697 PRE scheme. Hence, it is necessary to shorten the length of
698 ciphertext. To solve this issue, we modify the homomorphic

699 encryption by the form of c ¼ AT � rþ m � 2ð‘q�1Þu1 ðmod qÞ
700 2 Zðnþ1Þ�1q , where ui is the unit vector whose ith position is 1,

701 i.e., ð0; . . . ; 1; . . . ; 0Þ, for i 2 f0; . . . ; ðnþ 1Þ � ð‘q � 1Þg. Hence,
702 we follow the technique of multi-key FHE with short cipher-
703 texts of Brakerski et al. [20] to shorten the ciphertext length.
704 Actually, the essence of this technique is thatwe choose a frag-
705 ment of gadget matrix G instead of the whole matrix G. 3).
706 lastly, the re-encryption keys and ciphertexts are embeded
707 into the NAND gates and the NAND gates are transformed to
708 BP. Amore detailed interpretation is as follows.

709 4.1 Our Construction: Multi-Hop PRE via BP

710 We present our multi-hop homomorphic PRE scheme in
711 this section. Actually, Aono et al. [11] and Nishimark et al.
712 [14] etc. present some PRE schemes respectively. However,

713these schemes focus on single-hop, multi-bit encryption and
714key-private, they seem to fail to take into account the impor-
715tance of multi-hop.
716In order to make our scheme support homomorphic
717operation, the work of Nishimaki et al. [14] inspire us to
718adopt the encryption algorithm of the scheme of Brakerski
719and Perlman [20], which is a variant of Gentry-Sahai-Waters
720(GSW) [23] scheme with short ciphertext.
721Below we only focus on the Enc, ReKeyGen, ReEnc and
722Dec algorithms which are different from the above opti-
723mized PRE scheme, but we omit the description of Setup
724and KeyGen since they are same as the optimized PRE
725scheme. More details are as follows:

726� ci  Encðpki;mi 2 f0; 1gÞ: In order to shorten the

727GSW style ciphertext C ¼ ATRþ mG 2 Z
ðnþ1Þ�ðnþ1Þ‘q
q

728for gadget matrix G 2 Z
ðnþ1Þ�ðnþ1Þ‘q
q and random

729matrix R 2 f0; 1gm�ðnþ1Þ‘q , we follow the method of
730Brakerski et al. [20] to shorten the ciphertext and
731give the encryption algorithm with short ciphertext
732as follows.
7331) A uniform vector ri from f0; 1gm�1 is first sam-
734pled by the algorithm, and lets u1 as 1th standard
735basis vector;
7362) Computes and outputs the encryption ci :¼ AT �
737ri þ mi � ð2‘q�1u1Þ ðmod qÞ 2 Zðnþ1Þ�1q .
738Remark 4.1. We set ui as the ith unit vector
739ð0; . . . ; 1; . . . ; 0Þ. We first keep in mind the form of
740the gadget matrixG ¼ g
 In�n 2 Z

n�n�‘q
q , then we

741consider any column vector G½i� 2 Zn�1
q of G for

742i 2 f0; . . . ; n � ‘q � 1g, we can express G½i� as

7432j � ui ¼ ð0; . . . ; 2j; . . . ; 0ÞT , where j :¼ imod ‘q. In

744this case, without loss of generality, we choose

745G½1� as an example, (i.e., i ¼ 1), then 2ð‘q�1Þ�
746u1 ¼ ð2ð‘q�1Þ; 0; . . . ; 0ÞT . Hence, the new homomor-

747phic encryptionwith short ciphertext is as follows:

748c ¼ AT � rþ m � 2ð‘q�1Þu1 ðmod qÞ 2 Zðnþ1Þ�1q . We

749stress that, in [20], the authors adopted a fragment

750of gadget matrixG instead of the wholeG.
751� rk ReKeyGenðparams; pki; ski; pkjÞ: The algorithm
752outputs the re-encryption key rk by taking the key
753pair of the delegator (i.e., player Pi) and the public
754key of the delegatee (i.e., player Pj) as input. Impor-
755tantly, the secret key of the delegatee should be
756encrypted in bit-by-bit manner on the basis of the
757GSW scheme’s encryption algorithm. Hence, the key
758steps can be processed as follows.
7591) First, the secret key can be decomposed by using
760the the bit decompose operation Bit and we can
761obtain BitkðskiÞ for k 2 ½n � ‘q�, for readability, the
762kth bit of sk is denoted by BitkðskiÞ.
7632) Second, computes

~S½i� ¼ bT
j � Rði!jÞ þ BitkðskiÞ �G

BT
j � Rði!jÞ ;

765765

766for a randommatrix Rði!jÞ  f0; 1gm�ðnþ1Þ‘q .
7673) Third, combines all of ~S½i� and generates a con-

768catenation matrix~S ¼ ½~S½1�; . . . ;~S½‘q��;
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769 4) Fourth, generates the following matrix Mði!jÞ :¼
770 Extend

�
~S; ðpki; pkjÞ

� 2 Z
ðnþ1Þ�ðnþ1Þ‘q
q which satis-

771 fies Mði!jÞ ¼P‘q
i
~S½i�. We remark that, the

772 Extend algorithm was proposed by Mukherjee
773 and Wicks [35] to design multi-key FHE scheme.
774 In this setting, we can regardMði!jÞ as

Mði!jÞ ¼ ðbT
j � Rði!jÞ þ �½1;�tTi � �G�

BT
j � Rði!jÞ

" #
;

776776

777

778 5) Fifth, computes NðjÞ :¼ AT
j � RðjÞ 2 Zðnþ1Þ�mq where

779 RðjÞ  f0; 1gm�m is a randommatrix.
780 6) Last, we can obtain the re-encryption key
781 rkði!jÞ :¼ Xði!jÞ ¼ ðMði!jÞ;NðjÞÞ.
782 � cL  ReEnc

�ðrkð0!1Þ; . . . ; rkðL�1!LÞÞ; c0
�
: The multi-

783 hop re-encryption is attained via BPs by using the
784 ReEnc algorithm. We then homomorphically pro-
785 ceed the BP as follows two steps. In other words, we
786 will show the details how to convert the (aug-
787 mented) NAND circuits into the BP.

788 Remark 4.2. We remark that, for the sake of explain-
789 ing the mechanism of multi-hop re-encryption via
790 BP, the Fig. 2 is present here to help us explain the
791 mechanism.

792 1) Initiation: For readability, we omit the matrixNðjÞ and
793 only consider Xði!jÞ :¼Mði!jÞ. Without the loss of
794 generality, we abbreviate rkði!jÞ to rkj (or X

ði!jÞ to Xj)
795 since the context is clear and the subscript and super-
796 script can be omitted. i.e., rk1 :¼ X1; . . . ; rkL :¼ XL.

797 Then, we fix i ¼ 0 first, and obtain c0 ¼ 2‘q�1u1 and

798 the state vector ~w0 :¼ ð2‘q�1u1; 0; 0; 0; 0Þ, here we

799 stress that we set u1 :¼ ½1; 0; . . . ; 0�T 2 Z1�nN
q . Next,

800 the BPOTFPredC is initiated by invoking the predeces-

801 sor function PredC. The next layer of BP is outputted
802 by PredC by taking as input the label i of a gate, i.e.,
803 outputs

��
gt;1;0; . . . ; gt;5;0

�
;
�
gt;1;1; . . . ; gt;5;1

�
; varðtÞ

�
.

8042) Iterative Step: For every step t ¼ 1; . . . ; L it proceeds
805as follows:
8061). Obtains the next layer of the BPs

��
gt;1;0; . . . ; gt;5;0

�
;
�
gt;1;1; . . . ; gt;5;1

�
; varðtÞ

�
;

808808

809by running BPOTFPredC and computing the con-
810stants gt;i;0 and gt;i;1.
8112). For every i ¼ 1; . . . ; 5, BPOTFPredC evaluates the
812encrypted next state homomorphically

wt;i ¼ ðG� XvatðtÞÞ �G�1ðwt�1;gt;i;0Þ
þ XvatðtÞ �G�1ðwt�1;gt;i;1Þ;

814814

815where we stress that the sum encryption of the

816secret key ~SvarðtÞ is defined as XvarðtÞ :¼
P~SvarðtÞ.

817Lastly, the results of BPOTFPredC is the cipher-

text cL :¼ wL;1.

818� Evalðparams; pk; c1; . . . ; c‘Þ: There exist two types of
819homomorphic operation. For ciphertext c1 and c2
820under the same public key pk, we have that,
821- Homomorphic Addition. Addðpk; c1; c2Þ: computes

822and outputs c1 þ c2 ¼ ðm1 þ m2Þ � ð2‘q�1u1Þ þAT ðr1þ
823r2Þ ðmod qÞ;
824- Homomorphic Multiplication. Multðpk;C1; c2Þ: com-
825putes and outputs

C1 �G�1ðc2Þ :¼ ðm1GþATR1Þ �G�1ðc2Þ
¼ m1m2 � ð2‘q�1u1Þ þ m1A

T r2

þATR1 �G�1ðc2Þ ðmod qÞ;
827827

828for C1 ¼ mGþATR1 ðmod qÞ;
829� Decðparams; skL; cLÞ: Two cases should be
830considered.
831- The input-side decryption, computes hc; si
832ðmod qÞ and obtains the following results

Fig. 2. Branching program.
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hc; si :¼ cT � s ¼ r � ðA � sÞ þ q

2

j k
� m

¼ r � eþ q

2

j k
� m ðmod qÞ;

834834

835 If noises;mðcÞ :¼ krek < q=8, then obtains m ¼ 1
836 and otherwise obtains m ¼ 0. Outputs m.
837 - The output-side decryption, in this setting, we
838 focus on the L-hop decryption algorithm. In other
839 words, the original ciphertext of player i 2 ½L� at
840 input-side is re-encrypted L times which is called
841 the ciphertext of player j � iþ 1. Thus, the re-
842 encryption ciphertext can be written as cj :¼
843 Xði!jÞ �G�1ðciÞ. In order to obtain the results

844 of hcL; sLi ðmod qÞ when j ¼ L after L-hop

845 re-encryptions, then we set cL :¼ XððL�1Þ!LÞ�
846 G�1ðcðL�1ÞÞ. Lastly computes hcL; sLi ¼ m2‘q�1 þ
847 error, if kerrork � 1=8, then we obtain m ¼ 1 and

848 otherwise m ¼ 0.

849 4.2 Correctness and Security

850 We first analyze the two important properties of single-hop
851 homomorphic PRE in this section, including correctness
852 and security, then we analyze the properties of multi-hop
853 homomorphic PRE which contains correctness and
854 security.

855 Definition 4.3 ([20], [22]). If the ciphertexts c ¼ m2‘q�1u1þ
856 AT � r 2 Zðnþ1Þ�1q , along with 2‘q�1u1 2 Zðnþ1Þ�1q and the secret

857 key s ¼ ð1;�tT ÞT 2 Zðnþ1Þ�1q , then the noise of c is the follow-

858 ing infinity norm noiseðs;mÞðcÞ ¼ kc� m2‘q�1u1k1, i.e.,

859 noiseðs;mÞðcÞ ¼ kr �Ask ¼ kr � ek � ffiffiffiffiffi
m
p

B � ffiffiffiffiffi
m
p � m �B � q

8.

860 Lemma 4.4 ([20], [22], Homomorphic Operation Analy-
861 sis). Considering the ciphertexts c ¼ m2‘q�1u1 þAT � r 2
862 Zðnþ1Þ�1q along with 2‘q�1u1 2 Zðnþ1Þ�1q and s ¼ ð1;�tT ÞT
863 2 Zðnþ1Þ�1q , then the magnitude of noise in addition, multiplica-
864 tion, and negation are as follows. Before analysing the bounded
865 of noise, we first fix all messages m1, m2 2 f0; 1g, then,
866 - For addition, the magnitude is

noiseðs;m1þm2Þðc1 þ c2Þ � noiseðs;m1Þðc1Þ þ noiseðs;m2Þðc2Þ;
868868

869 i.e., noiseðs;m1þm2Þðc1 þ c2Þ � 2mB � q=4.
870 - For multiplication, the magnitude is

noiseðs;m1m2ÞðC1G
�1ðc2ÞÞ � ðnþ 1Þ‘q � noiseðs;m1ÞðC1Þ

þ m1 � noiseðs;m2Þðc2Þ;872872

873

874 where we stress that G�1 : Zðnþ1Þ‘qq ! Znþ1
q is

875 an efficiently computable function, namely that

876 noiseðs;m1m2ÞðC1G
�1ðc2ÞÞ � km1 � ðr2e2Þ þ ðR1e1Þ �

877 G�1ðc2Þk � ððnþ 1Þ‘q þ 1ÞmB < q=4.
878 - For negation, if all message m 2 f0; 1g,

noiseðs;1�mÞð2‘q�1u1 � cÞ ¼ noiseðs;mÞðcÞ:880880

881

882 We note that, NAND gates constituted the evaluation of the
883 Boolean circuit which has depth L (i.e., L hops). Thus, the
884 noise is amplified by a factor of at most ððnþ 1Þ‘q þ 1Þ,

885the final ciphertext after L hops is bounded by ððnþ 1Þ
886‘q þ 1ÞLmB � q=4.

8874.2.1 Single-Hop Homomorphic PRE Analysis

888Lemma 4.5 (Single-Hop Correctness). Considering the
889results of the single-hop decryption of output-side as follows:

hcj; sji ¼ Mði!jÞ �G�1ðcÞ þNðjÞ � r̂
� �T

� sj
¼ m2‘q�1 þ error ðmod qÞ;

891891

892if kerrork < ðnþ 1Þ‘q �mBx, then we can say output-side
893decryption of the single-hop homomorphicPRE scheme is correct.

894Proof. The only difference between Lemmas 4.5 and 3.5 is
895the encryption algorithm. More concretely, we follow the
896encryption algorithm of the scheme of Brakerski et al. [20]
897and obtain the following equation:

hcj; sji ¼ Mði!jÞ �G�1ðcÞ þNðjÞ � r̂
� �T

� sj
¼ m2‘q�1 þ error ðmod qÞ:

899899

900Hence, kerrork � ðnþ 1Þ‘q �mBx � 1=8 is based on the
901Lemma 3.4. This completes the proof. tu
902Lemma 4.6 (Single-Hop Security). Assume the single-hop
903PRE scheme is IND-CPA-secure, then the single-hop homo-
904morphic PRE with short ciphertext is IND-CPA-secure under
905LWE assumption.

906Proof. Note that the public key and the re-encryption key in
907the optimized single-hop homomorphic PRE with short
908ciphertext are the same as the single-hop PRE scheme.
909However, the encryption algorithm is adopted from the
910scheme of Brakerski et al. [20] whose ciphertexts are first
911column of the ciphertexts in Ma et al. [19] scheme. Hence,
912we just focus on the distribution of ciphertexs. In particu-
913lar we show that the distribution of ciphertexs is statisti-
914cally indistinguishable from a uniform vector over
915Zðnþ1Þ�1q by using the Lemma 2.2, namely that AT � r is
916indistinguishable from Zðnþ1Þ�1q under LWE assumption.tu

9174.2.2 Multi-Hop Homomorphic PRE Analysis

918The correctness of input-side decryption is the same as the
919correctness of the general decryption. Hence we don’t
920repeat them. The analysis of the output-side decryption’s
921correctness is presented as follows.

922Lemma 4.7 (Multi-Hop Correctness). If the noise magni-
923tude is bounded by the following noiseskL;vt½i�ðwt;iÞ < 2tðnþ 1Þ
924‘q �mBx along with t ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; L and i 2 ½5�, then the multi-
925hop homomorphic PRE scheme with short ciphertexts is correct
926after L-hop re-encryptions.

927Proof. We initialize a message without any noises, i.e., vw0.
928Hence we set noiseðw0;iÞ ¼ 0. Then we assume t0 ¼ t� 1
929for t0 < t. In other words, we use the hypothesis to obtain
930the following results noiseskt�1;vt½i�ðwt�1;gt;iÞ ¼ ðt� 1Þ�
931ðnþ 1Þ‘q �mBx. Then we analyze the noise magnitude by
932induction on step t, we recall the definition of wt as men-
933tioned earlier, we obtain the following results:
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noiseskL;vt½i�ðwt;iÞ
¼ noiseskL;vt½i�

�
ðG� XvatðtÞÞ �G�1ðwt�1;gt;i;0Þ

þ XvatðtÞ �G�1ðwt�1;gt;i;1Þ
�

¼ ð1� xvatðtÞÞ � noiseskL;vt½i�
�
wt�1;gt;i;0

�
þ 2ðnþ 1Þ‘q � noiseskL;rkvarðtÞ

�
XvatðtÞ

�
þ xvatðtÞ � noiseskL;vt½i�

�
wt�1;gt;i;1

�
� max

n
noiseskL;vt ½i�

�
wt�1;gt;i;0

�
;

noiseskL;vt½i�
�
wt�1;gt;i;1

�o
þ 2ðnþ 1Þ‘q � noiseskL;rkvarðtÞ

�
XvatðtÞ

�
� 2ðt� 1Þðnþ 1Þ‘q �mBx þ 2ðnþ 1Þ‘q �mBx

� 2tðnþ 1Þ‘q �mB:
935935

936

937 Obliviously, combining the above result with the pre-
938 vious Lemma 4.7, we can obtain the following result
939 noiseskL;vL½1�ðwL;1Þ < L � 2tðnþ 1Þ‘q �mB < q

8 after the
940 L-hop iterations, where the circuit depth is d and L ¼ 4d.
941 This completes the proof. tu
942 Theorem 4.8 (Security). If the single-hop PRE scheme is
943 IND-CPA-secure then multi-hop PRE is IND-CPA-secure
944 under decisional-LWE assumption.

945 Proof. The proof contains four steps, for convenience, we
946 set the following analysis for honest players.

947 1) First, we apply Lemma 2.2 to show that in the
948 uncorrupted key generation oracle case, under
949 decisional LWE assumption, the distribution of
950 public key A ¼ ðb;BÞ is statistically indistinguish-
951 able from a randomly chosen vector over
952 Zm�ðnþ1Þ

q , namely that b is indistinguishable from
953 uniform over Zm�1

q ;
954 2) Second, utilizing the LWE instance, we first sam-

955 ple a uniform distribution over Z
1�ðnþ1Þ‘q
q to

956 replace bT
j � Rði!Þ, then we sample a uniform

957 matrix from Z
ðnþ1Þ�ðnþ1Þ‘q
q to replace Mði!jÞ, we

958 also use a uniform matrix over Zðnþ1Þ�mq to replace

959 AT
i R
ðjÞ, separately, the above description is for

960 player i and j, they are in GH , otherwise it will
961 abort. Hence, the distribution of re-encryption
962 key X is computationally indistinguishable from

963 uniform distribution over Zðnþ1Þ�ðnþ1Þ‘q � Zðnþ1Þ�mq ;

964 3) Third, based on Lemma 2.2, we use a uniform vec-
965 tor over Zðnþ1Þ�1q to replace the original input-side
966 ciphertext c ¼ AT � rþ 2‘q�1m � u1 ðmod qÞ, namely
967 that a uniform distribution over Zðnþ1Þ�1q is indis-
968 tinguishable from AT � r.
969 4) Lastly, we can gain the output-side ciphertexts c2 :¼
970 Xð1!2Þ �G�1ðc1Þ after 1-hop re-encryption. Hence,
971 based on Step 2, we use the Lemma 2.2 to show that
972 a uniform vector over Zðnþ1Þ�1q is indistinguishable
973 from c2; similarly, c2 is indistinguishable from
974 c3 :¼ Xð2!3Þ �G�1ðc2Þ. Repeating L times via the
975 same method, i.e., after L-hop re-encryptions, we

976can gain the ciphertexts cL :¼ wL;1 which are indis-
977tinguishable from uniform vector overZðnþ1Þ�1q .
978This completes the proof. tu

9794.3 Multi-Bit and Multi-Hop Homomorphic PRE

980Aono et al. [11] constructed a multi-bit PRE scheme by
981encrypting matrix directly. In this paper, we optimize the
982multi-bit encryption by the method of Li et al. [36] which
983we can use to encrypt/decrypt multi-bit at one-time.
984Inspired by the recent work of Wichs and Zirdelis [37],
985which studied the seemingly unrelated problem of obfus-
986cating compute-and-compare program. As one of the com-
987ponents of their solution, they encoded t BPs with t-bit
988output by encoding BP for each output bit separately.
989Hence, in this paper, we follow the method of [37], we parse
990the ciphertext into t pieces, and each piece is associated
991with a BP, separately.

992� ðpk; skÞ  KeyGenð1�Þ:
9931) First, we modified the public key as

pk :¼ A ¼ �b1; . . . ;btjB
� 2 Zm�ðnþtÞ

q ;
995995

996where bi :¼ B � ti þ ei ðmod qÞ 2 Zm�1
q for � 2 ½t�.

9972) We also modified the secret key as

sk :¼ S ¼ ½sT1 ; . . . ; sTt � 2 ZðnþtÞ�tq ;
999999

1000for any s� :¼
�
0; . . . ; 1; . . . ; 0j � t�

� 2 Z1�ðnþtÞ
q .

1001� c Encðpk;mÞ: We still follow the methodology of
1002Brakerski [20] to scale down the dimension of homo-
1003morphic ciphertext, but we improve the multi-bit
1004encryption algorithm, in more detail:
10051) For multi-bit messages

m ¼ ðm1; . . . ;mtÞ 2 Z1�t
q ; 10071007

1008

10092) Invokes the homomorphic encryption with short
1010ciphertexts, we get the ciphertexts over ZðnþtÞ�1q

c :¼ AT � rþ ð20u1; . . . ; 2
tutÞ �

m1

..

.

mt

0
B@

1
CA ðmod qÞ;

10121012

1013where r f0; 1gm�1. We remark that, ui :¼
1014ð0; . . . ; 1; . . . ; 0ÞT 2 f0; 1gðnþtÞ�1 is unit vector and
1015ith position of ui is 1 for � 2 ½t�.
1016Hereafter, we will use the above short ciphertext
1017as the input of re-encryption algorithm.

1018Remark 4.9. We remark that, for comparison pur-
1019poses, let us recall Li et al. [36] scheme which is a
1020multi-bit variant of GSW [23] scheme, the encryp-
1021tion algorithm of Li et al. [36] scheme is as follows,

10221) For multi-bit messages

m ¼ ðm1; . . . ;mt; 0Þ 2 Z1�ðnþtÞ
q ;

10241024

1025we transform it into a diagonal matrix over
1026f0; 1gðnþtÞ�ðnþtÞ as follows:
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M ¼ diagðm1; . . . ;mtÞ 0t�n
0n�t diagð1; . . . ; 1Þ

� �
; (4:1)

10281028

1029

1030 2) Invokes the homomorphic encryption, we get the
1031 following ciphertexts

C :¼ AT � RþM �G ðmod qÞ 2 ZðnþtÞ�ðnþtÞ‘qq ;
10331033

1034 we must stress that A � S ¼ ½e1; . . . ; et� ðmod qÞ.
1035 Obviously, compared with Hiromasa et al. [38]
1036 scheme, we use the new method to encrypt multi-bit
1037 message and obtain a shorter chiphertext.

1038 � rk ReKeyGenðparams; pki; ski; pkjÞ: The re-key
1039 generation algorithm remains unchanged, to obtain
1040 the re-encryption key rk in connection with player Pi

1041 and Pj, performs the following steps:
1042 1) First, a random matrix Rði!jÞ  f�1; 0; 1gm�ðnþtÞ‘q
1043 is chosen first and computes

~S½i� ¼ bT
j � Rði!jÞ þ BitkðskiÞ �G

BT
j � Rði!jÞ ;

10451045

1046 we note that, the bit decompose operation Bit is
1047 denoted in Section 3.1 and the kth bit of sk is
1048 defined as BitkðskiÞ for k 2 ½ðnþ tÞ � ‘q�;
1049 2) Second, the algorithm constructs a concatenation

1050 matrix~S ¼ ½~S½1�; . . . ;~S½‘q�� by combining all of~S½i�;
1051 3) Third, in order to obtain the key part of re-
1052 encryption key, the algorithm computes

1053 Mði!jÞ :¼ Extend
�
~S; ðpki; pkjÞ

� 2 Z
ðnþtÞ�ðnþtÞ‘q
q by

1054 invoking the Extend algorithm which is pro-
1055 posed by Mukherjee and Wicks [35]. Actually,
1056 Mði!jÞ satisfies

Mði!jÞ ¼ ðbT
j � Rði!jÞ þ �½1;�tTi � �G�

BT
j � Rði!jÞ

" #
;

10581058

1059

1060 4) A randommatrixRðjÞ  f�1; 0; 1gm�m is sampled

1061 first and computesNðjÞ :¼ AT
j � RðjÞ 2 ZðnþtÞ�mq :

1062 5) Last, we obtain the re-encryption key rkði!jÞ :¼
1063 Xði!jÞ ¼ ðMði!jÞ;NðjÞÞ.
1064 � c

ð�Þ
L  ReEnc

�ðrkð0!1Þ; . . . ; rkðL�1!LÞÞ; cð�Þ0
�
: In order

1065 to achieve multi-bit and multi-hop re-encryption by
1066 branching programs, we first parse the ciphertext c
1067 into t pieces, i.e., we set

~wð1Þ :¼ ð21uN; 0; 0; 0; 0Þ;
~wð2Þ :¼ ð22u2N; 0; 0; 0; 0Þ;

� � �
~wð�Þ :¼ ð2�u�N ; 0; 0; 0; 0Þ;

� � �
~wðtÞ :¼ ð2tutN ; 0; 0; 0; 0Þ;10691069

1070

1071 where uð�Þ :¼ ½1; 0; . . . ; 0�T 2 Z1�ðnþtÞN
q for � 2 ½t�. Let

1072 us denote the re-encryption key as rk1 :¼ X1; . . . ;

1073 rkL :¼ XL. Next, we initiate BPOTFPredC .

For every step t ¼ 1; . . . ; L, the algorithm
BPOTFPredC proceeds as follows:

10741) Computes the constants g
ð�Þ
t;i;0 and g

ð�Þ
t;i;1 by execut-

1075ing the algorithm BPOTFPredC , then uses the con-
1076stants to obtain the next layer of the BPs��

g
ð�Þ
t;1;0; . . . ; g

ð�Þ
t;5;0

�
;
�
g
ð�Þ
t;1;1; . . . ; g

ð�Þ
t;5;1

�
; varðtÞ

�
: 10781078

1079

10802) For every i ¼ 1; . . . ; 5, the algorithm obtains the
1081encryption of next state by homomorphically
1082computing the following equation:

w
ð�Þ
t;i ¼ ðG� XvatðtÞÞ �G�1ðwt�1;gð�Þ

t;i;0

Þ

þ XvatðtÞ �G�1ðwt�1;gð�Þ
t;i;1

Þ;
10841084

1085where XvarðtÞ :¼
P~SvarðtÞ. We stress that XvarðtÞ

1086can be viewed as the sum of the encrypted bits
1087of the secret key ~SvarðtÞ. Finally, the algorithm

1088outputs the ciphertext c
ð�Þ
L :¼ fwð�ÞL;1g�2½t�. Namely

1089that, we have that cL ¼ fcð1ÞL ; . . . ; c
ðtÞ
L g.

1090� Decðparams; sk; cÞ: there exist two cases waiting for
1091us to consider.
1092- The input-side decryption, for � :¼ 1 to t, calcu-
1093lates the following results

m� :¼ hc;S½��i :¼ m� � 2‘q�1 þ re� ðmod qÞ:
10951095

1096If noiseS½��;m�
ðc�Þ :¼ kre�k < q=8, then obtains

1097m� ¼ 1 and otherwise obtains m� ¼ 0. Lastly,

repeats t times and outputs ðm1; . . . ;mtÞ.
1098- The output-side decryption, L-level decryption algo-
1099rithm, after L-hop re-encryptions were finished
1100from player i 2 ½L� to player j � iþ 1, the re-
1101encryption ciphertext is the form of cj :¼
1102Xði!jÞ �G�1ðciÞ. Hence, we can obtain the results of
1103hcj; sji ðmod qÞ. Particularly, for each 1-hop re-
1104encryption from player i :¼ L� 1 to player j :¼ L,
1105we can obtain the re-encryption ciphertext as the

1106form of cL :¼ XððL�1Þ!LÞ �G�1ðcðL�1ÞÞ. Thus, outputs
1107the results of hcL;SL½��i ðmod qÞ, i.e., hcL;SL½��i ¼
1108m�2

‘q�1 þ error, if kerrork � 1=8, then outputs
1109m� ¼ 1 and otherwise m� ¼ 0. Last, outputs
1110ðm1; . . . ;mtÞ.
1111We can prove the correctness and security by naturally
1112extending the proof of Lemma 4.7 and Theorem 4.8 respec-
1113tively. Hence, we omit the further details.

11144.4 Comparison

1115In this section, we analyze our scheme’s performance. As
1116mentioned earlier in the Table 2, the previous schemes cannot
1117supports homomorphic operations and must encrypt multi-
1118bit. Meanwhile, few works [12], [26] achieve multi-hop but
1119they obtain multi-hop by repeating the single-hop procedure.
1120Our scheme supports single-bit and single-hop homomorphic
1121PRE, single-bit andmulti-hop homomorphicPRE, andmulti-
1122bit and multi-hop homomorphic PRE. In short, once obtain
1123the single-bit and single-hop PRE scheme, we can adopt the
1124BP to obtain the single-bit and multi-hop PRE and encode t
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1125 BPs with t-bit output by encoding BP for each output bit to
1126 obtain the multi-bit and multi-hop PRE. A comparison result
1127 is provided in the Table 2, wherem � lognþ �, ‘q ¼ dlog qe, n
1128 are the dimension of the vector, we define the length of
1129 encryptedmessages as t.
1130 As is shown by the Table 2, the length of the public key
1131 and secret key of our schemes are the same magnitude as the
1132 previous work, but compared with the multi-hop PRE
1133 schemes [13], [26], the length of cipertext (and re-encrypted
1134 ciphertext) is shorter. Although the length of our schemes’
1135 re-encryption key is longer than others, our schemes can
1136 achieve multiple hops and support homomorphic opera-
1137 tions. Moreover, we also note that there exist some lattice-
1138 based PRE schemes, but in this paper we only focus on
1139 some close related PRE schemes.

1140 5 CONCLUSION

1141 Most existing efficient PRE schemes are designed over the
1142 Diffie-Hellman hard problem, whereas these constructions
1143 cannot prevent quantum attacks. Moreover, most of lattice-
1144 based PRE schemes are single-hop schemes, whereas single-
1145 hop PRE schemes tend not to match the real world. Hence,
1146 we propose a new efficient method to achieve multi-hop PRE
1147 scheme in this paper. We leave many works for future. For
1148 example, very recently, a CCA-secure lattice-based FHE
1149 schemewas proposed by Canetti et al. [39], their work inspire
1150 us to attempt to achieve a CCA-secure multi-hop homomor-
1151 phicPRE.
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